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Research methodology
Populus conducted 10,101 interviews using a bespoke online survey,
designed to be representative of the population in Great Britain. The
interviews took place between 18th May and 1st June 2015.
Smart meter customers featured in this publication did not necessarily
take part in the Populus research.

Please note population size quotes amended on page 11 in January 2016
to fully and accurately reﬂect the Great British Adult Population base.
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Getting smarter: Smart energy outlook,
September 2015

Introduction
Britain’s smart meter upgrade is gathering pace, and those who’ve already
got their smart meter are giving the technology a big thumbs-up.
This report for Smart Energy GB, conducted by independent research
company Populus, has found that 84 per cent of people with smart meters
would recommend one to others.
Smart meters will bring an end to estimated bills and provide accurate
information about what we’re spending in pounds and pence in near real
time. Helping us all to use the amount of energy we want, without worrying
about the shock of an unknown bill.
Smart meters will also open the door to smarter grids and future innovation
with smart appliances and tariffs. The national upgrade represents a vital
digitisation of the energy industry, replacing analogue technology which
creates confusion and inaccuracy – the mechanical meters that haven’t
changed much since the 19th century.
Every home and microbusiness in Great Britain will have the opportunity
to upgrade to a smart meter by 2020. Smart meters will be installed by
energy suppliers, at no extra cost to consumers, and more than 1.6 million
have already been fitted across Scotland, England and Wales.
Smart energy outlook is published twice a year by Smart Energy GB. The
research is a snapshot of the real views and experiences of the British
public: how they feel about their gas and electricity, how those who already
have their smart meters are finding the new technology, and the impact
this transformation of our national infrastructure is having on their lives.
Key findings:
•

More than eight in ten (84 per cent) of people with a smart meter
would recommend one to others.

•

Nearly eight in ten (79 per cent) of smart meter customers have taken
steps to use less energy such as turning off lights, turning their heating
down or changing the way they use household appliances.

•

People with smart meters feel more informed and in control of their
energy use. More than eight in ten (82 per cent) feel they have a better
idea of what they are spending on energy and nearly seven in ten (69
per cent) say they are more conscious about the energy that they use.

•

Smart meter customers are also more confident in the accuracy of
their bills. Nearly four in five (79 per cent) believe that their energy bills
are accurate, whereas only 59 per cent of those without a smart meter
feel the same.
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Michael Keary, Manchester
Michael Keary is retired and lives with his wife, Margaret, in a three
bedroom semi-detached house in Withington, Greater Manchester.
Michael had a smart meter installed in the autumn of 2014 after the shock
of some unusually high bills.
“Our energy company had been underestimating our usage and we were
told that our monthly bills would rocket from £90 to £210,” he explained.
“Getting a smart meter proved straightforward. A technician came to install
it, talked me through how it worked, and left a booklet.
“For the first few weeks I checked the smart meter display all the time but
now I only look at it when I need to. We soon realised we were using too
much electricity.
“Our electricity bills are now down to £55 a month, which is even less
than we were paying before our energy company realised they had been
underestimating our bill.”
Michael says that a combination of saving energy and getting accurate bills
has made a real difference to him. His direct debit is now reassessed every
three months.
“The last bill we got was practically balanced, with £3 in credit. I feel
confident that we’re not going to get back into the situation we were in
before,” he said.
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Smart meters – what’s the
verdict from those who
already have one?
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Most smart meter customers would
recommend one to others

Smart meters are designed to put consumers in the driving seat.
They come with a smart meter display that shows how much energy
is being used in near real time – and what that means in pounds and
pence. Smart meters mean an end to estimated bills and the need for
consumers to read their own meters or supply the figures to energy
suppliers. More than eight in ten (84 per cent) of people who have already
upgraded to a smart meter would recommend one to a friend, neighbour
or relative.
Figure 1. Likelihood to recommend smart meter to others (smart meter
customers)
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People with smart meters are changing their
behaviour and saving energy

Getting a smart meter installed is just the first step. The next is changing
behaviour and saving energy. Nearly eight in ten (79 per cent) of smart
meter customers have taken at least one step to do things differently
around the home. Women are more likely to turn down the heating while
men are more likely to monitor usage and buy energy efficient gadgets,
but the number one move for both is to switch off unnecessary lights.
Figure 2. Steps taken to reduce energy use among smart meter customers
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Smart meter customers feel better informed
and in control

Smart meters have many advantages. Those who are already using them
have a better idea of what they spend on gas and electricity and feel
more in control of their energy use. A meter that shows you, in pounds
and pence, exactly what you are spending is a world away from kilowatt
hours on a mechanical dial in the cupboard.
Figure 3. Experience of smart meter customers
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“
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“
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67%

We keep the smart meter display in our kitchen where it catches your eye and the whole family
can see it. The display has a traffic light system. When we put the extractor fan on it goes straight
to red!
- John McCann, Welwyn Garden City
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Smart meter customers are far more confident
in the accuracy of their bills

Armed with information in real time, confidence grows. Confidence in the
accuracy of energy bills is markedly higher for those with a smart meter –
by a whole 20 percentage points.
The gap is almost as big in terms of understanding bills. Three-quarters
(75 per cent) of those with a smart meter say they understand their
energy bills, compared to 56 per cent of those with traditional meters.
Figure 4. Attitudes towards energy; smart meter customers vs those
without smart meters
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Understanding and
interest
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Understanding of smart meters is growing

It’s still early days for smart meters, but almost a quarter of the population
already understands what one is. This figure has gone up by five
percentage points in approximately six months.
To test whether people understand what a smart meter is, respondents
had to be able to identify that smart meters:
•

can only be installed by an energy supplier

•

allow you to see in pounds and pence, how much energy you are
using in near real time

•

mean you will receive accurate bills rather than estimated ones from
your energy supplier

Figure 5. Understanding of what a smart meter is among the population
of Great Britain

5%
increase

18%
*March
2015

23%

*September
2015

* These are publication dates. Surveys were conducted in November 2014 and May 2015

“

“

Our old meter was in the garage, which is full of stuff, and meant it was inconvenient and
awkward to access if we needed to take a reading. Now we don’t even need a visit!
- Karen Lavin, Cheadle
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More people are interested in getting a smart
meter

Nationally two-thirds (66 per cent) of people who understand what a
smart meter is are interested in having one, or indeed, already have one
(this is refered to as propensity to adopt). That’s over seven and a half
million adults, which translates to 15 per cent of the adult population in
Great Britain. This has gone up from six million adults in the last Smart
energy outlook. This chimes with our general enthusiasm for new
technology that makes our lives easier.
Figure 6. Number of people interested in getting a smart meter
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Please note population size quotes amended on this page in January 2016
to fully and accurately reﬂect the Great British Adult Population base.
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Accurate bills and visibility of what we’re
spending are the most popular features

Popular smart meter features are being able to see clearly what is being
spent in near real time, with no more estimated bills.
The smart meter display that comes with smart meters is also popular. It
can sit on the kitchen table or where ever is handy, making checking your
energy use as easy as glancing at the clock on the wall.
The potential to use energy when it’s cheaper is increasingly popular,
opening up the door for the introduction of time-of-use and other
innovative energy tariffs.
Figure 7. Attribute appeal of smart meters (among those who know
what a smart meter is)
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Understanding about smart meters is growing
across Great Britain

Smart meters will be introduced nationwide across England, Scotland
and Wales. Understanding about smart meters varies between regions
but is growing everywhere, with the highest levels in the East Midlands.
Figure 8. Regional understanding of what a smart meter is
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“

“

27%

We definitely made savings during the colder months of this year, and I’m sure we’ll notice the
same patterns next winter. I’m much more conscious about what I’m spending now because I
tend to notice that our daily total goes up more than normal if I do a few extra washes or make a
roast dinner.
- Maureen Fenlon, Lincolnshire
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People in the North East and Scotland lead the
way in levels of interest

Around the country, 60 per cent of people in South East England
and South West England who understand what a smart meter is are
interested in getting one, or already have one. This figure rises to 75 per
cent in North East England and 71 per cent in Scotland.
Figure 9. Regional breakdown showing those who are interested in
getting a smart meter installed or who have one already
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There are varying levels of understanding
among different groups of people

Figure 10. Understanding of smart meters broken down by
demographic group
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Pay by prepay
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“

20%
19%
13%

“

Renters

22%

With a smart meter my bills are accurate without me needing to do anything at all, which is great
considering our gas meter is outside and the electricity one is hidden away in a dark cupboard!
- Emma Bramwell, Sheffield
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Prepayment customers are especially interested
in getting their smart meter

Once they understand what a smart meter is, people using prepayment
meters are quick to see the benefits. Smart meters are for everyone and
will help all households get their energy under control, but prepayment
customers will see some of the greatest benefits. They will be offered
more competitive tariffs and they will be able to top-up their credit online
or by phone rather than having to go to the shops.
Figure 11. Breakdown by demographic group of those who are
interested in having a smart meter installed or who have one already
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When everyone wakes up the lights go on, tablets and computers start up, phone chargers are
plugged in, and the smart meter display springs into life. But my kids see how the electricity they
use translates into pounds and pence, which funnily enough is a language they understand.
- Sheila Blair, Edinburgh
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Jenny Percival, Nottingham
Mrs Percival has had a smart meter since October 2013 and keeps the
smart meter display in the kitchen so she can keep a close eye on costs.
She had previously borrowed an energy monitor from her local library,
which she found useful but complicated to understand.
“We’re on Economy 7, a tariff which provides cheap off-peak electricity at
night, so my husband and I are programmed to put the washing machine
and tumble dryer on when it’s cheaper anyway,” said Mrs Percival.
The most important thing for her is that she can see what she is spending
on electricity each hour. “I now know that if I use the electric oven, the
tumble dryer or the kettle, the graphic on the display shoots up to red, and
when our grandchildren come to stay we can see our electricity usage
going up. It does make you think about how much energy you’re using.”
Her old electricity meter was in a cupboard by the back porch, and she
is pleased she no longer has to go outside to check it. Her verdict: “I feel
confident that our bills are accurate, rather than estimated, and I also think
they have come down slightly.”
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For more information please contact:
lucy.maggs@smartenergyGB.org
020 3751 0744
stephen.shawcross@smartenergyGB.org
020 3751 0768
smartenergyGB.org
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